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FINAL ROUND INTERVIEW:  COLIN MONTGOMERIE 
Sunday, June 14, 2015  
 
 

COLIN MONTGOMERIE:  On the course yesterday, yeah, I was coming up the last few 

holes, I didn't feel so well.  So I decided to do the prudent thing really was to go in and get 

checked up so they were marvelous, the Massachusetts General Hospital, the Fruit Street 

there downtown.  I did well to find it.  All the bridges are closed and your roads are -- I'm 

afraid I blame the Brits for building your roads, they're bloody awful.  So I found it, thank 

God, and then I had the limit.  I had all these CAT scans and all this stuff.  I had two hours to 

do it this morning and they were bloody fantastic, the staff of the hospital was superb 

because I had to get away from there by 11:00 to make my tee time but they were super.  

So delighted to get away with that today.  So 68 was a good score considering what I had 

been through this morning and delighted with that.   

 

Best of luck to Bernhard.  He's amazing, he really is.  One day it will stop, hopefully sooner 

than later, but he's amazing, you know, and all credit to him.  He's not 51 or 52, either, like 

myself.  He's 57 now and he's still working as hard at his game as anyone does in the world 

of golf, anybody, and it's a credit to him what he's doing. 

 

Q.  Did your chest pains just go away or did they give you something? 

 

COLIN MONTGOMERIE:  No, no, they're gone, they're gone and I've been found that 

everything's okay.  So at least you have some confidence.  You know, I'm glad -- if I didn't 

get checked, I wouldn't know.  Off to Seattle tomorrow morning first flight out and I'm looking 

forward to Chambers Bay now and also trying to defend Sacramento, so look forward to 

that.  

 

Q.  Did you go this morning or last night? 

 

COLIN MONTGOMERIE:  This morning. 

 

Q.  What time did you go, get over there? 

 

COLIN MONTGOMERIE:  About 8:00, I was 8:00 to 11:00. 

 

Q.  Colin, T3, you've got enough points to stay ahead of Bernhard in the Schwab Cup.  

In the last five years the guy that's been leading after the third major has won, so 

that's you.  Any thoughts on that?  

 

COLIN MONTGOMERIE:  Well, let's hope it's the sixth year.  Knowing me, it won't be.  He's 

amazing, he's a great competitor, always has been, and so are the rest of the guys out here.  

You cannot make mistakes coming in the way I was doing and expect to finish highly.  The 

standard out here's so good, not just him, so delighted to be still just ahead but there's a lot 

of golf to be played. 
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Q.  What kind of reception did you get here in the Boston area? 

 

COLIN MONTGOMERIE:  Well, it's the first time I played here in Boston since '99, since we 

came to Brookline.  It's the only time I've ever played in Boston beforehand.  The fans are 

fantastic, superb reception.  Alastair and myself had the travel week, fantastic, and a good 

old-fashioned golf course and we look forward to coming here and we've enjoyed ourselves. 

 

Q.  Would you like to see the tour come back to this venue? 

 

COLIN MONTGOMERIE:  Indeed, whenever possible.  I believe we go to Philadelphia next 

year and then Baltimore.  It seems to be staying in this northeast section so hopefully one 

day. 

 

Q.  Did you either go to bed last night or wake up this morning thinking I might not 

play golf today? 

 

COLIN MONTGOMERIE:  Well, forget golf, I might not be alive.  It was a bonus on all sides, 

yeah. 
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